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ASSESS RFP ENHANCE

Gather energy invoices, 
contracts, and site data 
for ePro+ analysis

Draft RFP and obtain 
bids from qualified 
suppliers

Look at measures to 
reduce usage and design 
other energy programsEVALUATE COLLABORATE MONITOR

Analyze, review market cost 
& comparables, create 
opportunity roadmap

Review and execute 
procurement strategies 
if desired

Ongoing resource to track 
costs, avoid surprises, and 
implement strategies via 
active management

What is      ?
With the same SpyGlass 
dedication used to challenge 
the technology cost status quo, 
ePro+ goes beyond retail supply 
recommendations. In addition 
to optimizing the best suppliers, 
terms, and pricing, ePro+ provides 
active management to customize 
energy management solutions. 
The plus? Comprehensive, 
ongoing guidance throughout all 
energy services to proactively 
position your future needs and 
avoid surprises.

RETAIL SUPPLY 
A no-cost electricity and 
natural gas supply, delivery, 
tax, and tariff assessment 

EFFICIENCY
We determine low or no-cost 
measures to decrease 
energy use immediately

ENHANCE
Explore other energy 
programs to reduce 
usage and mitigate risk

IMPLEMENT
The ePro+ team actively 
monitors and implements 
ongoing energy strategies

The              Comprehensive Quadrant Advantage
Led by expert industry insight, ePro+ is your comprehensive resource for 
reduced energy costs, greater efficiency, and reducing the risks energy 
consumption has on your pro� tability. 

Why         ?
Business-related energy costs are one of the top expenses faced by 
organizations and rising energy prices increase these costs and narrow 
pro� t margins across every industry. As energy costs and in� ation continue to 
climb, organizations need a trusted advisor more than ever. The bottom line: 
Volatile energy markets shine a light on the need to plan for the future.

Known for our industry-leading technology expense management solutions, 
SpyGlass now offers ePro+. As an exclusive energy management service, 
ePro+ helps monitor, analyze, and control spending by using leading market 
intelligence for comprehensive, long-term solutions. 

With an assembled network of vetted energy suppliers, contractors, installers, and analysts led by 
industry veterans, the SpyGlass ePro+ energy management service makes a difference on day one.

Ready to reduce energy costs and optimize for the future? Talk with an ePro+ Management Service expert today.

The             Process


